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I' 

It )s well known, P~noninvariance of the weak' interadi,~Iis doesn''f 
necessarily mean that there is an absolute diffdrence between left "arid 
right in nature.' Any P-asymriietry in mattet' (fol Jxaniple_· the ,ab:_ '' 
sence of right-h~ded _ neutrino) san· be, acc~~p~n);d by -th~''o':{'>p()site 
P-asymrnetry in antimatter (for example the absence of left-handed an- -
tineutrin~ )', so: that. the overall situ~tion ~an still be le.ft-right s)fmmet~ic'. 

. - ' ' ' . ' . ' ' ' - ·. ' ' : ' ) -~ ,, ''' 
It is CP, not P, which represents the symmetry betwee1i'leffancf right 
[1]. Less form'ally,, although our ~orld lo~ks quite' asyrrimetric 'whed 

'" , · " · · - 1 -.~ ' .. '· · l, · · · ;- ' ,; ., ~: ,.:- · • I'·. 1 i' 1 
looking through P-mirror, it can still appear symmetric when looking 
through CP-mirror. But now we know, tlia'.t it'ish'{eitli~r! Iii fact', itis' ,, 
the' common belie'£, that the ieft~right sy~etry is ~onnected' ~ith ci>', 
which. makes CP-noninvariance so stiange~ oth~rwise a ;naturnl ques-, 
tion we should ask is why CP.:.violatiori is ~o tiny:(ancl we really'have 
to answer this question in QCD[2]}
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. But', contrary to this common belief, the' left~right' symm'.etry isn'.'t 
necessarily c'Jnnected with CP-invariance.'' Space inve~di5n; (and' a~-§, 

· '. , · ~ ·· · , ·. ·' · , · ··.' , ; t ,. ,·· , ; , , •.tr ,,:·r . · · 1 ' •,: 

other geometric syininetry' from the Poinca:re.'..grotip) is represented not 
I ' t . ,·. ,' , .' ;{ '.•, , l . .: ·,, '. ·,·;1:', 

by a one quantum-mechanical operator P, but by a .whole class of oper- ,. 
' ' ' ' . •t , . . • .:'·.~ .-:. ;rr,·~ ·,r. ')"": .. · :·~·\, ! ·, 

ators {IP}, where {I} forms an-internal symmetry g~oup of the system 
[3]. So 'we can use MP, instead of CP,, as it q~antum-~echanical parit)'~ 
operator relating 1Jtt ~nd ;ight,\vheie M is 

1ari.y -i~t~rn'.al syminetry op-
' • ·. . , ·, . i • , ~ 1 r• ·,: · • , ', ,• ~ 1.f t 1,: ': , : 

erator. But can we find some good enough internal symmetry for which 
MP is exactly1c·onserved? . -' · : ,:,,,_. . .<: ··: ,. •.· 



In fact such an internal symmetry was suggested by Lee and Yang in 
their famous paper [4), about the possibility of parity nonconservation, 
and it involves a drastic duplication of the world. For any ordinary 
particle an existence of the corresponding "mirror" particle is postu
lated, so that there are two kinds of electrons, two kinds of photons and 
so on. The mirror world completely resembles the ordinary one at the 
microphysics level, except that it reveals an opposite P-asymmetry. In 
such an ext.ended universe MP is an exact symmetry, where M inter
ch~ges ~~dinary' and mirror particles; ~nd there ·is no absolute differ-

,. . . I' . ' ' . , . . .,• :, . , ' 

ence between left.and right: this universe ,looks symmetric when looking 
th;ough MP~mirror. ' . .. ' .. . ' . ' 

'This ide~ wasrevived after a decade by Kobzarev, Ok'un and Pomer
anchuk [5]~. ()f'c~ur~e.the mirror particles sh~uld interact ~ith the or
dinary one~ only extremely weakly t~ escape detection, but.they should 
i~t~ract.at)east gravitatiopally [5), and t~e big ~no~gh c!ust~rs of mirror 
lllattyr c~~- c~ii~~ ob.~ertable gravit~tional effects [6J. Even it is possible 
t_h~~ s~che,~e.d~ were alre~dyobserved, if ~e.adopt the dark' ~atter in
te!preta:tiori, as a mirror ~atte~ [7]. r:I;'hen the recent observation of the 
pos:ii~w g:~vitational inici-olensi~g ev~~ts. [8] ~an appear to b~ nothing . 
but the observation of mirror stars [9]!. , . . . . , , 
~ .' ' • . ' ~ , ' • ' ' I, ' ' } .•• \ : ' ' ~ 
· · If there exist particles which carry both. ordinary and mirror elec
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tric cha:rn~s (aconnector), then. they: can causea sig~ifi~~nt mixing 
betwy~n. 6idinary and mi~ror photons . even for a very heavy, connector, 
".,f ' 1·' ii ' . ,,, ,, • ' ;· I C ' 

and as a result, mirror charged particles froni the mirror world acquire 
~; ·shi~li' ordi~~;y el~ct~ic charge [10, 7]. ! Such millicharged

1 
particles 

h~d" ~een ,search~d b~t·'.never found [11]. A~~ther c~~sequen'.ce of the 
above· mentioned photon mixing would be a possibility for positronium 
to';'disappear" i~ vacui.uh (to.oscillate int~ mirror positroniu~):[12]. It 
follo~i fro~ available orthopositronium expe~imental d~t~ th~t photon-.... ' , . l , ' . .. , ,. . 

mirror photo'n mixing, if present, is very small [13] and most probably 
the mixed form of matter carrying both ordina~y and mirror electric 
charges doesn't exist [12]. 

The ordinary and_ mirror universes can be grand unified either with 
GxG type gauge group [14] or even more tightly with SO(n) type groups 
[15]. In the later case the existence of such queer objects as Alica strings 
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is possible [15, 16]. The ordinary particle encircling around this string 
transforms into the mirror particle. So the standard particles might go 
through. the looking-glass· by means. of such strings, as Alica did [17]. 
This can i;ad to the observable astronoinical effects. For example, if 
Alica string passes between the Earth and a galaxy, the galaxy becomes 
invisible for a' terrestrial observer [16]. ·: · 

The most serious test for' tlie mirror world scenario can come from 
cosmology [18, 19], because the newdeg~ees of freedom introduced can 
eff~ct the big bang nucleosynthesis [20] and overproduce the primordial 
4He. But contrary to the previous claims [18, 19], it appears that there 
are enough dodges for mirror world to pass this examination [9, 21J: 

Rather unexpectedly, one more support for the mirror world hypoth
esis comes from the supe~stri~g theories. Namely, it was shown that 
some heterotic string models lead in the low energy limit to the promis-

• '· ,' 1 ' i. .i.1. , j1 

ing Es x Es effective gauge theory, ,with second .Es. acting in. the "s.hadow" 
world of mirror particles [22]. · ' . · ' · · · 

Let us e~phasize that for mirror world to restor~ an exact left-right 
symmetry, its principal .existence; with t~e same microphysics as the 
ordinary world, is sufficient. The macrophysics can be quite different. 
But the left-right' symmetry is a rather abstract concept. Can we·point 
to some more material evidence in favour of the mirror world existence? 
We .would like to remark in• this note that such an evidence does re
ally exist .. Even if the arguments of [9] failed and the .mirror world 
with different macrophysics is empty enough, Francesco Sizzi's opinion, 
cited in. [18],'that such-a mirror universe."can have no·influence on the 
Earth andJtherefore would,be, useless and therefore•does,not e_xist"; is 
still _inapplicable, because even if the mirror,matter is diluted_ away by 
inflation, it still leaves a. very clear signal of its .existence and this is 
masslessness (or. very small mass) of neutrino! 

Actually a possible connection between the ~irror world and neutrino 
mass was already hinted in [15] and [23]. •We are going to argue that 
the suggestion of [23], that small neutrino .mass.maybe is a thin tlm;ad 
leading to the mirror world, is indeed, ~orrect. 

Although plenty of models were:suggested to explain the huge mass 
diff eren~e between neutrino and the corresponding charged lepton ( see 
for example [24],and references therein);,the.most elegant explanation 
is given by the so called see-saw mecha~ism [25]. In its original form 
it gives a naturally small Majorana mass for left-handed neutrino, but 
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after some modifications it is possible to produce small Dirac neutrino 
mass ~so [26, 27]. In the later case an existence of other kinds of neu
trinos, which are singlets under electroweak gauge group, is postulated. 
Let us however note .that th~ universe with the mirror wo~ld is ideally 
suited for see-saw lik~ mech.anism resembli~g the. one desc~ibed in [27]! 

For simplicity, let us consider only one g~neration and suppose that 
the gauge group is Gws x Gws with conventional _electroweak group 
Gws = SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). Let us farther ·supp~se that the known 
quarks and leptons together' wit!i their mirror partners transform, as a 
(!, 1) EB (1, f) representation of Gws x Gws, where f is the usual quark
lepton fa:rpily: 

f = (~) L (:) L UR dn en ' 

and f' is 'the · same for mirror particles except . that left and right are 
interchanged, i.e. f' contains right doublets and left singlets ~ith regard 
to the mirror weak isospin:. . 

I U V I I I .·· (' ') ' ( ') 
f = d' R . . e' R' u L d L e L 

Not to discriminate neutrino, let us also assume that there exist a right
handed neutrino vn and its left-handed mirror partner vL which ar:e 
Gws x Gws singlets. Such particles naturally arise if, for example, 
Gws x Gws is a low energy remnant of 80(10) x S0(10) grand unifi
cation. 

. If there exists some scalar.field <p, which is singlet under Gws x Gws, 
then the following Yukawa coupling is possible ip(vnv1+ v1vn), and if <p 

· develops a nonzero vacuum expectation value, this will.result in vn - v1 
mixing M(vnv1+v1vn). Besides, ordinary electroweak Higgs mechanism 
and its mirror partner will lead to neutrino and mirror neutrino masses 
m(vLVR +vnvL + vkv1 + v~pk), where mis expected to be of the order 
of the charged lepton mass"of the same generation. Note that MP 
·symmetry guarantees the presence of only one mass parameter. 

At last, vn-vt mixing will induce a small VL-VR mixing m ~(iiivk+ 
vkvi). Gws x Gws symmetry is not effected by {ip) =f 0, so it is natural 
to ·connect this vacuum expectation value to some early stages of sym

••.· metry _breaking in more full theory (for example S0(10) x S0(10) -t 

, : SU(5)'x SU(5)). Therefore _the expected value ofM is 1014 - 1015 GeV, 
"· and ~ is really very small. 
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Thus we expect the following neu~rino mass terms 

Lm = M(vnv~ + v~vn) +.m(vLVR + vnvL + vku~ + v~vk)+. m . . . 
m M(vLvR + vkvL)- (1) 

The mass eigenstates of (1) (physical neutrinos) are 

i)i = cos0 VL + sin0 v~ iik =:= cos 0 vk + siU:0 vn ~ 'M,P(iiL) 
-I 0 I • 0 VL = COS VL - Sln VL iin = cos 0 vn - sin 0 vk = MP(ii~) .(2) 

Substituting,.(2) int~ (i), we.immediat~ly find ~hat 

and 

where 

2r 
sin20 =· - 1+ r 2 

Lm = M(l + r2 )(vnii~ + v~iin) , 

.. m 

' 

-r r=- •.•.11."' 

M . 

!, 

(3) 

So we have a super.heavy Dirac neutrino (iiL iin). Eqs. (2) ·show that 
this is a rather bizarre object, itsleft:.handed part mostly inhabiting in 
the mirror ,world, while right handed .part prefers our. ordinary world. 
Besides we have two. massless Weyl neutrinos: iiL, which is nearly our 
old nice neutrino f~om ,8-decay, and 'vk, 'which is prob°ably iiio~e 'familiar 
for mirror physicists. Of course,·-we can imagine" that .. theylform one 
(ii~, iik) Dirac neutrino, but in the absence of any masstemi; connecting 
them, this will be somewhat frivolous action; . · 

We don't know: if it is possible to protect this masslessness 6f neutrino 
against radiative corrections in more full theory. In any case.the masses 
much bigger than r; are hardly expected. . . . . . . . ; ,, . : . ; ' · 

To summarize, the mirror-world hypothesis of Lee and:Yang is very 
attractive. It not only, restores the full equivalence between left and 
right, but also Cart e:Xpl~n why n~U:trino is' inassle~s (6fha'.s incredibly 
small mass). · , ·, . 

It should be mentioned that the idea of this work emerged while 
reading the book [28]. · · · · · · ' · · · · 

. ! 

Author is grateful to V. De Alfaro for information abo~t massive 
compact'halo objects. ; 
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